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Can phonemes serve as indicators of the level
of complexity of English texts? 

One of the less explored areas in readability
assessment is the role of phonemes, the smallest
units of sound that can distinguish one word from

another. Phonemes encode phonetic/auditory
details about words that letters do not capture.

Research has suggested that restricting phonemes
can influence readability, and according to research,
children typically acquire phonemes between ages
2-5, with certain groups of phonemes consistently

being learned earlier than others.
Despite these insights, there has been limited
empirical investigation into the relationship

between phonemes and readability. This
research aims to bridge this gap.

 

We conducted experiments on the WeeBit
corpus, a collection of articles classified into

5 readability levels (age range 7-16).
 

Our approach made use of three lenses:
1. Individual phonemes

We converted each text sample to its
phonemes, computed the normalized

frequency of each phoneme, and identified
the strongest correlations between

phonemes and readability levels.
2. Grouped phonemes

We grouped phonemes in text samples based
on two classifications: Age of acquisition,

manner of pronunciation; then investigated
the frequencies of each group across

readability levels for meaningful trends.
3. Phoneme-based features

We calculated grapheme-phoneme cohesion
(approximate measure of how much a word's

spelling matches its pronunciation) and
phoneme diversity for each sample, then
performed correlation analysis between

these features and readability levels.

1. Individual Phonemes

2. Grouped Phonemes (by Age of Acquisition)

3. Phoneme-based Features

Utility of phonemes as standalone features for readability
assessment is limited. Out of the three lenses, individual

phonemes proved most indicative of text complexity, despite
weak correlations. Phonemes should be paired with other

linguistic features if they are to be used in readability
assessment.
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